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1. Would the approach to energy efficiency and renewables accord with national policy, 

in particular the Written Ministerial Statement 2015 on nationally described standards? 

How would it interact with City Plan Part 1 policy CP8? Should it take into account the 

whole energy life cycle of development? 

 

The requirement for development to achieve at least a 19% improvement on the 

carbon emissions targets set by part L of the building regulations is consistent with 

national policy and guidance. Paragraph 6-012 of PPG considers this matter and 

outlines that local energy performance standards can be set out in local plans but that 

these should be no higher the equivalent of level 4 of the Code for Sustainable Homes. 

The paragraph goes onto note that this is approximately 20% above current building 

regulations. 

 

However, the policy should not take into account the whole energy life cycle of 

development. The housebuilding industry, through the HBF, recognises that there is a 

need to improve the environmental performance of new residential development. In 

order to achieve this, we established, with a wide range of partners, the Future Homes 

Task Force. This task force examined how the house building industry can work toward 

delivering net zero homes by 2050. The initial outcomes of this work can be found at 

https://www.futurehomes.org.uk/ in the summary of the Delivery Plan. 

 

The delivery plan published by the task force in July outlines the need to operate on a 

collective basis recognising the need for housebuilders, their supply network and the 

trades people building homes to successfully transition to the delivery of low carbon 

homes. In addition, it recognises the need for both national and local government 

alongside housebuilders to ensure those people buying new homes are confident in 

the technologies and systems being used. As such the HBF consider a national and 

standardised approach to improving the energy efficiency of buildings to be the most 

effective approach in that it balances improvements to building performance with the 

continued delivery of housing and infrastructure which would appear to be the 

approach broadly being adopted by the Council with regard to the Future Homes 

Standard.  
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It is important to recognise that the approach being set out by government through the 

proposed improvements to part L and the introduction of the Future Homes Standard 

in 2025 is one that provides a clear transition to a low carbon future, in line with 

paragraph 152 of the NPPF. Councils should therefore not seek to move ahead of 

these standards which take account of the need to maintain delivery of new homes to 

meet needs alongside improvements in energy efficiency.  

 

2. In seeking to encourage all development to improve energy efficiency, would the 

policy be effective in meeting its aim to contribute towards a carbon neutral city by 

2030?  What is the evidence to support the standards encouraged and are they 

justified? What is the justification for the areas indicated where greater reductions in 

CO2 emissions would be encouraged (Low Carbon Opportunity Zones – Development 

Area 1-7, H2 allocations and industrial areas identified and safeguarded in CP3.3)? 

 

As set out above the HBF consider the most effective approach to delivering on 

national objectives relating to carbon neutrality are for the application at a local 

consistent national standard. However, we do not object to Council’s encouraging 

developers to achieve higher standards as long as it is clear to applicants and decision 

makers that this are not requirements of the local plan.  

 

3. Are Modifications to the policy and supporting text required to clarify the 

interrelationship with the standards encouraged for all new development and the 

Future Homes Standard and Future Buildings Standard? In light of those emerging 

standards would the policy be effective? 

 

No. The policy is clear that the improvements asked for in part 1 will be required unless 

superseded by national policy or legislation – such as those set out in the future homes 

standard.  

 

4. In considering City Plan Part 1 policy CP8 and this policy, does the Plan provide 

appropriate support for energy efficiency retrofitting? 

 

No comment 

 

5. Are Modifications required to ensure that the policy is clearly written and 

unambiguous, so it is evident how a decision maker should react to development 

proposals? 

 

No comment 
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